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Abstract

This paper presents the system used by the LIUM to partici-
pate in ESTER, the french broadcast news evaluation campaign.
This system is based on the CMU Sphinx 3.3 (fast) decoder.
Some tools are presented which have been added on different
steps of the Sphinx recognition process: segmentation, acoustic
model adaptation, word-lattice rescoring.
Several experiments have been conducted on studying the ef-
fects of the signal segmentation on the recognition process, on
injecting automatically transcribed data into training corpora,
or on testing different approaches for acoustic model adapta-
tion. The results are presented in this paper.
With very few modifications and a simple MAP acoustic model
estimation, Sphinx3.3 decoder reached a word error rate of
28.2%. The entire system developed by LIUM obtained 23.6%
as official word error rate for the ESTER evaluation, and 23.4%
as result of an unsubmited system.

1. Introduction
The ESTER evaluation campaign of french radiophonic broad-
cast news [1] has allowed to stimulate research on speech recog-
nition in French. This evaluation campaign is similar to the
Rich Transcription evaluation organized by the NIST, in terms
of the tasks offered and of evaluation rules. It offers a signif-
icant amount of train and test data, giving the participants the
opportunity to develop robust systems.

The Laboratoire d’Informatique de l’Université du Maine
(LIUM) participated in the tasks of automatic transcription and
speaker diarization, as well as the prospective task of named
entity detection. For the first two tasks, LIUM ranked second.
This paper presents the automatic transcription system devel-
oped by the LIUM for this campaign. The development was
based on the CMU Sphinx Project which provides high quality
tools for speech recognition. We also present the experiments
which validated our technical choices.

2. CMU Sphinx III
CMU Sphinx Project has been funded for many years by the
DARPA to develop a robust speaker-independent large vocab-
ulary continuous speech recognizer. Since 2000, first with the
CMU Sphinx II decoder and then with SphinxTrain and CMU
Sphinx III decoders, a large part of the CMU Sphinx Project
has been made available as open-source packages by Carnegie
Mellon University. The fast decoder [2, 3] called s3.3 from the
CMU Sphinx III family was used in the work reported in this
paper.

2.1. The fast decoder

The fast decoder s3.3 is a branch from CMU Sphinx III project.
This branch has been developed to include some speed improve-
ments such as sub-vector clustered acoustic models [2] or use of
few static lexical trees. This decoder uses only fully continuous
acoustic models with 3 or 5-state left-to-right HMM topologies.
Only bigram or trigram language models can be used. At last,
the vocabulary size is limited to about 65K words.

2.2. Added features

Although the tools distributed in the CMU Sphinx open-source
package reach a high level of quality, they can be supplemented
or improved to integrate some state-of-art technologies. Until
now, we have focused on adaptation of acoustic models and on
word-lattice rescoring.

2.2.1. SAT

We completed the SphinxTrain and decoder modules with a
Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) procedure based on CMLLR
[4].

The CMLLR transformation is a block-diagonal matrix
composed of 3 blocks of13 × 13 coefficients. Classicaly, CM-
LLR can be computed either on a sentence-by-sentence basis or
on a speaker-by-speaker basis.

In the first case, diagonal initialization is very important
because of the lack of data: we based the initialization on a
solution1 proposed by [4].

2.2.2. 4-gram lattices rescoring

The last release of the fast decoder, CMU Sphinx 3.5, is dis-
tributed with a tool to rescore word-lattices (generated by the
decoder) with trigram language models. In fact, it is more in-
teresting to rescore this lattice with an higher order language
model: we have modified the provided tool to make it able to
use quadrigram language models. This modification implies
first a lattice pruning to avoid a combinative explosion: to sup-
press some transitions, thea posteriori probability of each tran-
sition is computed and only the most probable transitions are
preserved for a given frame2. Then a exploratory search is pro-
cessed using a quadrigram language model.

1More precisely this initialization relies on equation 64 of [4] but
differs from equations 66 to 76.

2On average, 20 transitions are kept per frame.



3. Signal processing
Cepstral features are classical: 13 Mel frequency cepstra are
computed for each window of 25ms with an overlap of 10ms,
completed with delta and delta-delta. Two sets of features are
computed for each show, corresponding to broadband (130Hz -
6800Hz) and narrowband (440Hz - 3500Hz) analysis.

4. Segmentation process
The segmentation process splits the signal into homogeneous
parts in terms of speaker, gender, and bandwidth. For transcrip-
tion, accuracy of segment boundaries is as important as correct
gender and bandwidth labels. Errors in terms of speaker label
have less impact in this task.

Figure 1 shows the two systems that were investigated: a
word-based segmentation system and a phone recognizer. In
both cases, the segmentation process relies a speaker segmen-
tation system based upon the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC [5, 6]).

4.1. Speaker segmentation system

The acoustic speaker segmentation is based upon a BIC frame-
work composed of three modules:

• The signal is first split in small homogeneous segments.

• Then, the segments are clustered by speaker without
changing the boundaries.

• Finally, the boundaries are adjusted.

The initial segment boundaries are determined accord-
ing to a Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) computed over
two consecutive windows of 2.5s sliding over the features
(12MFCC+E). No threshold is employed, except for the min-
imal segment length which is set to 2.5s. The signal is over-
segmented in order to minimize misdetection of boundaries but
the minimum segment length is set long enough to allow for
correct estimation of a speaker model.

The clustering is based upon a bottom-up hierarchical clus-
tering. In the initial set of clusters, each segment is a cluster.
The two closest clusters are then merged at each iteration un-
til the BIC stop criterion is met. The speaker,ie the cluster, is
modeled by a full covariance Gaussian as in the segmentation
process. The BIC penalty factor is computed over the length of
the two candidate clusters instead of the standard penalty com-
puted over the length of the whole signal [7]. To minimized the
clustering time, a first pass of clustering is performed only over
adjacent clusters.

Viterbi decoding is performed to adjust segment bound-
aries. A speaker is modeled by a one-state HMM containing a
diagonal covariance GMM of 8 components learned by EM-ML
over the set of speaker segments. The log-penalty of switching
between two speakers is fixed experimentally to 250.

4.2. Phone recognizer based system

A segmentation is obtained using a context-independent phone
recognizer with a null language model over narrowband fea-
tures. The output phones are labeled as speech or filler3. Small
filler segments are re-labeled as speech according to a set of
heuristics based upon the segment length. Finally, gender
and bandwidth of speech segments are detected using a set of
GMMs.

3ie silence, music, breath, hesitation

4.3. Phone- vs Word-based segmentation

In the phone-based segmentation, the boundaries of the seg-
ments from the speaker segmentation system are adjusted to
those of the speech segments. The bandwidth and gender for
each speaker segment are set to the most represented (in terms
of duration) corresponding labels in the underlying speech seg-
ments.

In the word-based segmentation system, bandwidth, then
gender, are detected (through GMMs) directly on each speaker
segment. Segment boundaries finally get adjusted according to
sentence boundaries provided by the first pass transcription de-
coding (see section 7).
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Figure 1: Overview of the speech transcription processing.

5. Acoustic modeling
Acoustic models for 35 phonemes and 5 kinds of fillers were
trained using a set of 72 hours of broadband data and 8 hours
of narrowband data with manual transcription. For training, the
acoustic trainer toolkit SphinxTrain, associated to CMU Sphinx
decoders, was used. The final models are composed of 5500 tied
states (up to 6000 when training data were injected, see section
8.3), each state being modeled by a mixture of 22 Gaussians.
The broadband (BB) model was built from the broadband data
only, whereas the narrowband (NB) model relied on the whole
80 hours (narrowband analysis) and was then adapted by MAP
method [8] to the 8 hours of narrowband data.

For transcription alignment (selection of phonetic variant
and insertion of fillers), two different methods were used:

• reliance on the manual transcription; only silence la-
bels are added, detected with a context-independent,
bandwidth-dependent, mono-gaussian model;

• automatically detection of all fillers using a context-
dependent, bandwidth-independent model with 22 Gaus-
sians per state.

A MAP procedure was used to specialize both models
on gender, resulting in BB-male, BB-female, NB-male, NB-
female. The procedure runs in 3 iterations and adapts means,
variances, and weights.



5.1. SAT

The gender- and bandwidth-dependent models (BB-male, BB-
female, NB-male, NB-female) were used to compute the CM-
LLR transformation for each sentence (or each speaker). This
approach yields better results than using gender-independent
models.

After applying the transformation, four gender-,
bandwidth-dependent models (SAT-BB-male, SAT-BB-
female, SAT-NB-male, SAT-NB-female) were estimated using
the same process as described above.

6. Language modeling
Ideally, text corpora used to train statistical language models
have to be the closest as possible to the task targeted by the
speech recognition application. Because of the cost, manual
transcriptions of spoken language are difficult to obtain and ap-
proximations are necessary: the training data provided for the
ESTER evaluation were made partly of manual transcriptions
of broadcast news from various radio stations, but the major
part of the data came from articles of the french newspaper “Le
Monde”. In fact, spontaneous speech seldom occurs in broad-
cast news and, by default, we can be satisfied with the use of
newspaper articles. We chose to split the training data into three
homogeneous sets :

1. Manual transcriptions of 89 hours out of the 90 hours of
radiophonic broadcast news provided by the ESTER or-
ganisation. The last one hour was left to test the trained
language models on. These transcriptions were com-
posed of 1.35M words, including 34K different words.

2. Articles from french newspaper “Le Monde” for the year
2003. These sentences were composed of 19M words,
including 220K different words. This set comprises the
most recent articles before the period of test data, 2004.

3. Articles from french newspaper “Le Monde” for the pe-
riod between 1987 and 2002. These sentences were com-
posed of approximately 300M words.

Training language models cannot be dissociated from build-
ing the vocabulary. For this reason the words of our vocabulary
come from the three sets of text corpora.

6.1. Lexicon building

First, all the 34K words occurring in the first set are incorpo-
rated into the vocabulary. Since the sentences in this set are of
comparable nature to the test sentences, it seems intuitively in-
teresting to keep these words. Then, words occurring more than
10 times in the second training data set (about 19K words) were
incorporated. Finally the most frequent words in the last train-
ing data set were used to get the vocabulary to its maximum size
(65K words).

6.2. N-gram models estimation

Using this vocabulary, each of the three data sets defined above
was used to train a trigram language model. To estimate and in-
terpolate these trigram models, the SRILM toolkit [9] was used.
Each language model was a backoff model, using the modified
Kneser-Ney discounting method. All the unigrams and bigrams
were kept, whereas trigrams occurring only once were not taken
into account. To compute the interpolation weights, the EM im-
plementation provided by the CMU SLM toolkit [10] was used.
The resulting trigram language model was used in the first two

passes of the speech recognition process. To rescore the word-
lattice in the third pass, a quadrigram language model was nec-
essary: it was estimated the same way as the trigram language
model, rejecting all quadrigrams and trigrams occurring only
once in training data.

Table 1 shows the number of n-grams in the resulting tri-
gram and quadrigram models.

Model 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 4-grams
trigram 65.5K 18.4M 25.4M –

quadrigram 65.5K 18.4M 22.2M 19.7M

Table 1: Number of n-grams in the trigram and quadrigram lan-
guage models used in the speech recognition process

7. Speech transcription process
The speech transcription process is composed of three passes:

1. The first pass uses the acoustic model corresponding to
the gender and the bandwidth detected by the segmenta-
tion process, and using a trigram language model.

2. The second pass applies a CMLLR transformation by
speaker or by segment, and uses the same trigram lan-
guage model as the first pass. A word-lattice is generated
which contains words and their acoustic scores.

3. This lattice is then rescored in the last pass with a quadri-
gram language model.

Figure 1 summarizes the system architecture, highlighting
the two segmentation schemes.

8. Experiment and results
The experiments described here were conduced in the strict con-
text of the ESTER evaluation [1]: no other training data were
used beside those distributed during the campaign.

Audio corpora for training and development were com-
posed of 90 hours of audio files from four French speaking ra-
dio stations (3 from France + 1 from Morocco): France Inter,
France Info, Radio France International and Radio Télévision
Marocaine. The textual corpora for training and development
(which include manual transcriptions of the audio corpora) were
described in section 6.

The test corpus was composed of 10 hours of shows: 2
hours from each of the four radio stations included in the train
and development corpora, plus 2 hours from two unknown (at
evaluation time) stations (which turned out to be Radio Clas-
sique and France Culture). It comprises about 10,000 sen-
tences amounting to about 112,000 words. The method we
used to build our vocabulary (see section 6.1) induced an out-
of-vocabulary word rate of 1.18% on the test data.

8.1. SAT: sentence vs speaker

All the experiments described below relied on a sentence-by-
sentence CMLLR transformation for SAT. This proved to be
more efficient than a more traditional speaker-by-speaker ap-
proach, with a gain of 0.4 point in terms of word error rate.

8.2. Segmentation and alignment

Table 8.2 shows comparative results for the two segmentation
methods described in section 4, as well as for the two alignment



strategies described in section 5.

Model (80h) 3-grams 4-grams
Phone-based seg - man. fillers 24.5 23.6
Phone-based seg - auto. fillers 24.8 23.8
Word-based seg - auto. fillers 24.6 23.7

Table 2: Comparative results (w.e.r.) for segmentation methods
and alignment strategies

Word-based segmentation yields slightly better results (0.1
point with quadrigrams). We believe it can be further improved
because some mistakes it makes (insertion of words within mu-
sic fillers) should be easily detected and corrected afterwards.

As for transcription alignment strategies, it appears that au-
tomatic filler detection does not give as good results as manual
transcribers.

8.3. Addition of automatically transcribed data for training

We tested two iterative processes for expanding the training data
set through addition of data stemmed from automatic transcrip-
tion. Three data sets, of approximately 25 hours each, were
used to extend the initial 80h data set (set 1: France Culture –
December 2003; set 2: mixed radio stations – January-March
2004; set 3: FC – September 2004). The first process (A) con-
sisted in adding set 3 (for a total data set of 105 hours), then set
1 (130 hours total). The second process (B) consisted in adding
set 1 first, then set 2.

Data size Process A Process B
80h 23.8 23.7
105h 23.7 23.7
130h 23.5 23.6

Table 3: Results (w.e.r.) of data addition (with 4G models)

Process A was tried only in conjunction with phone-based
segmentation, while process B was tested with word-based seg-
mentation, hence the score difference for the initial 80h data set.
However, differences between various amounts of data within
each process are what counts most here. From this point of
view, process A is the most efficient of the two, seemingly be-
cause data from mixed stations (set 2) is more difficult to decode
and this penalizes process B.

Process A was pushed further by adding set 2, for a total of
155 hours of training data. The resulting word error rate was
23.4%, improving the initial score (on the 80h data set) by 0.4
point.

9. Conclusion
The LIUM speech transcription system based on CMU Sphinx
Project has finished at the second position during the ESTER
evaluation campaign for the transcription task (TRS) with an
official 23.6% word error rate. Post-evaluation scoring of an un-
submitted system showed that this system can reach 23.4% on
the same test data. The difference between these results come
from a bad use of the MMIE method to train acoustic models
(whereas this method improved the results during the develop-
ment step). In the system presented here, the discriminative
MMIE training method was not used, whereas it was during the
ESTER Evaluation.

Experiment results show that the features added by LIUM
to the CMU Sphinx tools (segmentation process, SAT, and

word-lattice rescoring with quadrigram language model) have
lead to a relative reduction of about 17% of the word error rate
(from 28.2% to 23.4%). Notice that the major part of the add-on
tools developped by LIUM will be distributed under an open-
source license.
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